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The NOVAtime system (System) provides support for both categories of FMLA leave. “Care” FMLA is short for “Care for 
a Military Service Member,” and “Standard” FMLA is for all other FMLA types. The system validates employee eligibility 
at the time the employee makes an FMLA request (not based on the future dates requested), and the system uses a 
combination of the two FMLA pay codes and user-defined reason codes to identify both the reason FMLA is being 
requested, and the type of FMLA absence that is being requested (new, extension, continuous, intermittent, reduced 
schedule). Each reason code can generate a separate set of tasks that both the employee and the FMLA Administrator 
(FA) must follow to complete the FMLA process.  

A comparison example may be that a new FMLA request requires multiple documents provided by the employee to 
validate the request, but an extension of an existing request may only require one document from the employee. The 
following provides for the basic configuration and use for the FMLA features in the NOVAtime system.  

It is important to note the many companies and organizations have been using various and sometimes limited methods 
for tracking FMLA. In some cases, the following basic government guidelines for FMLA rules will be sufficient; in other 
cases, they may need more complex tracking to review and prevent abuse of the benefit by employees. In either case, 
and with the variety of options offered by the NOVAtime system, each company or organization should confer with their 
labor-law counsel to determine specifically how they should implement FMLA.  

1) Things to Consider
Located below are the general reasons for taking FMLA as defined by FMLA regulations §825.100. An employer
may choose to use just the basic defined reasons or may choose to define them with more detail for more efficient
policy review and enforcement. The employer also needs to determine if an employee can or must use PTO
concurrently with FMLA, and how unused FMLA balances will be reset: annually on a specific date, annually based
on first use, or on a rolling 12-month period based on use. An existing case could extend across multiple years.

Example: An employee can request FMLA for the serious illness of a family member, or the employee can be 
required to make the request by specifying the type of family member (spouse, son, daughter, mom, or dad).  

In addition, the employer may want to use specific reason codes defined above to also define the type of request 
(new, continuous extension, intermittent extension) and the type of absence (full or reduced schedule, long or short 
absence period). The use of the combination of both the pay code and the selected reason code automatically 
defines the steps and documents required to start and complete the FMLA event (case), and optimally the reason 
codes can trigger concurrent PTO timesheet records when the employer requires employee to use PTO with FMLA. 
The following is a short list of examples that illustrates how various reason codes can drive the steps required to 
request and complete an FMLA case.  

a) Examples:
A. An employee’s request for his or her own serious medical condition (short estimated absence):

(1) Pay Code: 20 [FMLA Standard] 
(2) Reason Code: 10 [Personal Illness - Short] 
(3) Send the employee the company’s written FMLA policy that is specific to this type of request. 
(4) Send and require return of the request and medical forms required for the employee to be qualified for 

FMLA. 
(5) Send and require return of the form with the doctor’s authorization for the employee to return to work. 

B. An employee’s request for his or her own serious medical condition (long estimated absence): 
(1) Pay Code: 20 [FMLA Standard] 
(2) Reason Code: 11 [Personal Illness - Long] 
(3) Send the employee the company’s written FMLA policy that is specific to this type of request. 
(4) Send and require return of the request and medical forms required for the employee to be qualified for 

FMLA. 
(5) Send and require return of the form of the employee’s intention to return to work. 
(6) Send and require return of the form with the doctor’s authorization for the employee to return to work. 
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(1. Things to Consider – continued) 
 

C. An employee’s extension request for his or her own serious medical condition (reduced Schedule absence): 
(1) Pay Code: 20 [FMLA Standard] 
(2) Reason Code: 21 [Personal Illness - Ext. Red. Sch.] 
(3) Send the employee the company’s written FMLA policy that is specific to this type of request. 
(4) Send and require return of the form with the doctor’s authorization for the employee to return to work at a 

reduced schedule. 
(5) Send and require return of the form with the doctor’s authorization for the employee to return to a full-

time work schedule. 
 

D. An employee’s request for a family member with a serious medical condition: 
(1) Pay Code: 20 [FMLA Standard] 
(2) Reason Code: 23 [Spouse] 
(3) Send the employee the company’s written FMLA policy that is specific to this type of request. 
(4) Send and require return of the request and medical forms related to the family member required for the 

employee to be confirmed on FMLA. 
(5) Note: Doctor’s authorization for the employee to return to work is not required, so it will not be part of this 

type of FMLA case. 
 

b) FMLA Annual Reset: 
A. Standard: 

(1) The law allows the employer to choose which 12-month period the 12-week FMLA entitlement resets:   
(a) Calendar Year (Jan 1 – Dec 31) 
(b) Fiscal Year (user-defined year) 
(c) First Use (12 months from first use) 
(d) Rolling 12 months (each day of use returns to the available balance after 1 year). This is noted as 

the most common method to prevent employee abuse of FMLA entitlements. 
 

B. Care: 
(1) The law requires that employers use the first of FMLA Care to determine the 12-month period for the 26 

week FMLA entitlement resets. Regardless of the “Standard” reset period selected above, any use of 
Care FMLA will automatically change the Standard FMLA to match the same Care FMLA period. 
(a) First Use 

 
2) Basic FMLA Leave Types 

The system will use two pay codes for use with FMLA (“Standard” and “Care”), and various reason codes depending 
on how detailed the company or organization want to track the FMLA leave. 
 
a) Standard FMLA Events: 

i) Employee’s Own Serious Health Condition: 
(1) Defined as any illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves either inpatient 

care or continuing treatment by a health care provider. This could include pregnancy, especially when a 
doctor places the employee on bed rest during any point within a pregnancy. 

ii) Employee’s Family Member Serious Health Condition: 
(1) Defined as any illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves either inpatient 

care or continuing treatment by a health care provider. It only considers an employee's spouse, child, or 
parent as family members. This could include pregnancy, especially when a doctor places the 
employee’s spouse on bed rest during any point within a pregnancy. 

iii)  Parental Leave: 
(1) Birth of a new child (both father and mother) 
(2) Adoption 
(3) Foster Care 

iv) Exigency Deployment of Employee’s Active Military Duty Family Member: 
(1) The employee's spouse, child, or parent who is an active military service member about to be deployed 

related to the duty as an active or active-reserve military service member. 
b) Care FMLA Event: 

i) Military Family Member Leave  
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3) Feature Configuration  
a) Company Setup Category 

i) Super Admin page - Company area:   
(a) Activate the modules as indicated by the green mark below, and don’t forget to contact support to 

activate the task schedule and notification services. 
(i) Important note: These modules are all required in order to use the FMLA features. Please 

contact your sales representative for the costs associated with these four modules. 
 

 
 

ii) System Setup>Compliance Page – FMLA area: 
(1) Select the group level that, along with Pay Category, will be used to assign employees to an FMLA rule. 

If all employees are assigned to the same FMLA rule, then select any existing group level that rarely 
requires addition of new records (like location). If not sure, add a new group level for the sole purpose of 
supporting FMLA. 

(2) Allow FMLA Administrator to bypass final supervisor approval of employee FMLA requests: Select this 
option to automatically post approved FMLA cases to the employee’s schedule and timesheet; otherwise 
the employee’s supervisor will need to also approve the FMLA schedule requests after the FA approval.  

(3) Enable Company’s FMLA Request Instructions URL: 
(a) The Request Manager includes an area that employee can click on to review the FMLA rights (for 

example). 
(i) URL: Include the link to the document location. 
(ii) URL Caption: Optional: Include the caption that will be displayed in place of the URL. 
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(3. Feature Configuration – continued) 
 

iii) Pay Codes Page: 
(1) Two pay code are needed to support FMLA; Standard and Care FMLA. 

(a) Note: Once a pay code is assigned to an FMLA rule, the options are grayed-out and disabled and 
will not allow them to be un-selected. 
 

(b) FMLA Standard pay code - Select the following: 
(i) Express Code: FMLA (or something similar) 
(ii) Pay Code Type: 

1. Non-calculated 
2. Allow user to enter in/out reference time 

a. Disable in/out punch overlap timesheet validation… 
(iii) FMLA: 

1. FMLA Pay Code 
 

(c) FMLA Care pay code - Select the following: 
(i) Empress Code: FMLC (or something similar) 
(ii) Pay Code Type: 

1. Non-calculated 
2. Allow user to enter in/out reference time 

a. Disable in/out punch overlap timesheet validation… 
(iii) FMLA: 

1. FMLA Pay Code 
2. Enable as "Care for Military Service Member" code 
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(3. Feature Configuration – continued) 
 

 
 

i) Groups Page: 
(1) The group level selected in section “3aii1” is optionally used to assign employees to an FMLA rule. In 

cases where different FMLA Administrators (FA) will be responsible for specific employees and no other 
group level is configured to handle this case, different group records may need to be added and 
assigned to the employees and their associated rules. 
 

ii) Pay Categories Page: 
(1) Employees are also assigned to an FMLA rule using pay categories. In most cases, the standard pay 

categories used for creating the accrual rules will suffice. The pay categories used should be the same 
as the ones used to create the FMLA accrual rule AND any other paid time-off accrual rules that will be 
used in conjunction with FMLA. 
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(3. Feature Configuration – continued) 
 

iii) Reason Codes Page: 
(1) Reason codes are used to determine which specific task list an employee’s FMLA case will follow (refer 

to the examples in chapter 1). They can also be used to determine whether or not an employee is 
allowed to take paid time off (if available) concurrently with FMLA. 

(2) Add a reason code for each case type that an employee will use with either the MFLA Care or FMLA 
Standard pay code. 

(3) If an employee is allowed to decide whether or not they want to use paid time off concurrently with 
FMLA, then you’ll need to create two sets of the same reason code (different IDs)—one to trigger the 
concurrent use and the other not to trigger the concurrent use. In cases where the employer requires the 
concurrent use of PTO, then the second set of reason codes is not necessary. 

(4) Examples (a few): 
(a) FMLA Standard Reason Codes: 

(i) Self – Major Illness 
(ii) Self – Major Illness with Concurrent PTO 
(iii) Family Member – Major Illness 
(iv) Family Member – Major Illness with Concurrent PTO 
(v) Parental Leave 
(vi) Parental Leave – with Concurrent PTO 
(vii) Exigency Deployment 
(viii) Exigency Deployment – with Concurrent PTO 

(b) FMLA Care Reason Codes: 
(i) Military Family Member   
(ii) Military Family Member – with Concurrent PTO 

 
iv) Notifications>Configure Page 

(1) FMLA requires the configuration and use of the “FMLA Notifications.” In order for the FMLA program to 
send email messages to employees (and FMLA administrators and supervisors), and to process 
“System” FMLA tasks, the notification feature needs to be configured in the system. Using the 
configuration below, the system will send out each notification for an employee no earlier than the time 
specified, or within an hour of completion of the step that triggers the notification. 

(2) How it works: In any given day where an FMLA notification job does not yet exist, any FMLA activity will 
tell the system to create a notification event job at midnight the next day to run at the configured start 
“Time.” Once the event job runs a new event job is automatically created for the next upcoming interval 
to process any FMLA activity since the last notification. This continues up through the last event job 
defined by the configured “End Time” and then the process starts again over from the beginning. 
(a) Example (refer to sample bellow): An employee makes an FMLA request today at 9:00AM. The 

system will create an event job at midnight tomorrow to run at 8:00AM, and the employee and FMLA 
Administrator (FA) will receive the notification email at 8:00AM. The system then automatically 
creates an event job for 9:00AM even though there is no new FMLA activity. At 8:05AM the same 
employee completes and submits the next step in the FMLA process. The 9:00AM event job will 
send out that notification and the notifications for any other FMLA activity processed since 8:00AM, 
and then is creates and event job for 10:00AM. The system will continue to create event jobs for 
each hour with the last one at 5:00PM. At 5:30PM the FMLA Administrator approves the first 
employee’s FMLA request, and since the last even of the day was at 5:00PM, the system will 
generate an event job at midnight the next day to run at 8:00AM. 

(3) Setup: 
(a) Event Type: FMLA Notifications 
(b) Schedule Type: At this time only select “Manual” with a schedule period of “Hourly” and an interval of 

“1.” Select the appropriate days and enter the earliest and latest time of day the system should send 
out notifications. It may be a good idea to limit the time range to prevent notification late in the 
evening or very early in the morning. 

(4) Notes: 
(a) The system does not use this notification feature to send FMLA ineligibility emails--they are 

automatic. 
(b) The “Trigger” button will only create one event job, and it will NOT automatically generate any further 

interval jobs. 
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(3. Feature Configuration – continued) 
 

 
 

b) Access Category 
i) Keep in mind that the FMLA Administrator may be a specific system user who only manages FMLA, or it 

may be the HR/Payroll Administrator. As a general rule only system users who will be working with FMLA 
case details should have access to the FMLA pay codes and FMLA pages. Create and modify access 
groups accordingly. 

ii) Perform the following setup for each web service and access groups as needed: 
(1) Default Page: 

(a) Select the “Compliance” for EWS, SWS, and AWS web services (and delegation as needed). 
 

(2) Page Menu Page: 
(a) Employees Access (EWS): Select the Scheduler>My FMLA page. 
(b) System Administrators (AWS):  

(i) Select the Rule Setup>Accrual and FMLA Rules pages. 
(ii) Select the Compliance>FMLA page. 

(c) FMLA Administrators (FA)(SWS): Select the Compliance>FMLA page. 
 
(3) Page Access Page: 

(a) Employee Access (EWS):   
(i) Select Full Access for the Schedule\My FMLA page 
(ii) Optional: Select Full Access for the “Schedule\FMLA - Extended Request Types” option to allow 

employees to request extensions to existing FMLA requests. When set for Read Only the option 
to request any type of FMLA extension will not be available to the employees. 

(b) System Administrators (AWS):   
(i) Select Full Access for the Rule Setup\Accrual and FMLA Rules pages. 
(ii) Select Full Access for the Compliance\FMLA page. 
(iii) Select: Select Full Access for the “Compliance\FMLA\Case Details - Extended Request Types” 

option to allow the FA to request extensions to existing FMLA requests on behalf of employees. 
When set for Read Only the option to request any type of FMLA extension will not be available 
to the FA.  

(c) FMLA Administrators (FA)(SWS):  
(i) Select Full Access the Compliance\FMLA page. 
(ii) Select: Select Full Access for the “Compliance\FMLA\Case Details - Extended Request Types” 

option to allow the FA to request extensions to existing FMLA requests on behalf of employees. 
When set for Read Only the option to request any type of FMLA extension will not be available 
to the FA.  

 
(4) Templates Page - Employee Access (EWS) 

(a) Calendar-Driven Request (system configuration): Skip to the next section. 
(b) Template and Advanced Requests (EWS only): Create a “Standard” FMLA pay code template and 

assign it only to EWS access groups. 
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(3. Feature Configuration – continued) 
 

(5) Advanced>Pay Code Page: 
(a) Timesheet Pay Codes: In order to prevent anyone from bypassing the FMLA process, the FMLA pay 

codes should only be assigned as follows:  
(i) FMLA Administrators (FA) - (SWS): Assign access to the both FMLA pay codes. This is required 

to allow deletion of FMLA timesheet records (when necessary due to a canceled or shortened 
requests) and to make an FMLA request on behalf on an employee. 

(ii) All other access groups (users and employees) should NOT have access to the FMLA pay 
codes. Note: Users will not be able to use the system’s other schedule pages to schedule FMLA 
regardless of this selection, but it should be configured as indicated to prevent timesheet 
additions and deletions by unauthorized personnel. 

 
(b) Scheduler Pay Codes - Employee Access (EWS): 

(i)  Assign access to the both FMLA pay codes. 
 

iii) Advanced>Scheduler Page (AWS/SWS)  
(1) Schedule/Time-Odd Requests Area – Approve-only Approval Status: 

(a) Select both FMLA pay codes to prevent supervisors from removing or declined approved FMLA 
requests. 
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(3. Feature Configuration – continued) 
 

(2) Copy / Delete / Overwrite Schedule Features Area: 
(a) Schedule Pay Code Override: Select the FMLA pay codes to prevent them from being overwritten 

(all user access groups – including the FA). No one should be allowed to override FMLA schedules. 
(b) Schedule Pay Code Copy: Select the FMLA pay codes to prevent them from being copied (all user 

access groups – including the FA). No one should be allowed to copy FMLA schedules. 
(c) Schedule Pay Code Deletion/Edit: Select the FMLA pay codes to prevent them from being edited or 

deleted (all user access groups – including the FA). No one should be allowed to edit or delete 
FMLA schedules (outside the FMLA>Case Details page). 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) Left off her on 04/03/2017 
 

c) Rules Setup Category 
i) Policy 

(1) Miscellaneous Page – Workday Definition area: 
(a) The FMLA Request Manager allows employees to request time for their configured workdays within 

the requested date range, and it is used to automatically ship non-work days from the FMLA request. 
This is accomplished by configuring the defined workdays in the policy, and it means that multiple 
pay policies may be needed to handle this requirement. 

(b) Workday: Select the days that the employee normally works. 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued)   
 

ii) Accrual 
(1) Properties Page:  

(a) Add a new Accrual Rule as usual with the following specific setup options (required): 
(i) Pay Code: Select the FMLA Care pay code. 
(ii) Select Secondary Paycodes and Nested Accruals options: 

1. Select the FMLA Standard pay code as a secondary pay code. 
(iii) Concurrent Cascading Accrual Deductions (CCAD – optional):  

1. This feature allows the system to simultaneously generate FMLA and PTO schedule and 
timesheet records for an FMLA case when the employer allows/requires employees to take 
paid time off concurrently with FMLA.  

2. Activate the feature and select the FMLA reason codes that will automatically create 
concurrent PTO schedules and timesheet records along with FMLA. The system will use the 
first CCAD pay code until it reaches the defined limits, and then in goes on the next CCAD 
pay code. 
a. Accrual Primary Pay Codes: 

i. *   Accrual Primary Pay Codes: Select each pay code (in order) that will be used   
concurrently with FMLA. 

ii. *   Maximum Deduction: This the maximum amount of PTO hours per FMLA case 
(available hours or percentage of available hours) of the employee’s balance that 
can be paid concurrently with FMLA for the selected pay code. 

iii.    o   Unit: Hours or Percentage of Hours 
iv. *   Minimum Remaining Balance: This is the minimum balance per FMLA case that 

must remain in the employee’s available PTO hour’s balance (available hours or 
percentage of available hours). 

v.    o   Unit: Hours or Percentage of Hours 
b. Configure a record for each PTO pay code as needed. 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
 

(2) Nested Accruals Page:  
(a) This page is used to define that Standard FMLA hours (480) is a sub-set of the Care FMLA hours 

(1040)  
(i) Nested Period: 12 (months) 
(ii) Reference Date: 01/01/2015 
(iii) Primary Maximum Usage: 1040 (hours) 
(iv) Select Apply 

1. Deduct from Paycode: Select the FMLA Care pay code. 
2. Hours: 480 

(b) Balance Reset: At some point the unused Standard FMLA balance needs to reset back to its full 
value (480), and there are several ways to accomplish the reset. 
(i) Secondary Balance Reset: 

1. Standard Reset: Configure this option to result unused FMLA balances annually on a 
specific date for all employees, based on each employee’s specific reference date (field), or 
after the first use in a year. 
a. Reset secondary pay code balances annually: Yes 
b. Specified Date: Enter date of annual reset for all employees. 
c. Hire Date, Adjusted Hire Date, Title Change Date, User Date1, or user Date2 field: 

Select one to reset each employee individually based on the date in their employee 
setup for the selected field. 

d. First Use of the Year: Select this option to reset an employee’s unused FMLA balance 
one year after their first use. 

e. Reset Secondary pay code independently or primary pay code: Do not select this option. 
In cases where Care FMLA occurs in the same year as Standard FMLA, this will allow 
the system to reset unused Standard FMLA hours based on first use of Care FMLA 
(resets the same time as Care FMLA in these cases). 

2. Rolling Reset: This option is used to reset (return to the balance) FMLA one day at-a-time 
one year after the day has passed as permitted by FMLA regulations. This is the optimal 
way to prevent abuse of employees taking their maximum balance of FMLA and starting 
fresh shortly thereafter with a new annual balance (Standard reset method). It also requires 
use of the posting option “Post Accrual Rolling Reset.”  
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
 

(3) Posting Frequency Page:  
(a) This posting frequency determines when the system will first attempt to generate a new employee’s 

available FMLA balance – either at the employee hire date or a specific date each year. Please keep 
the following in mind: 

(b) 1st Posting: 
(i) Service Month based on: Hire Date 
(ii) Posting Frequency: Annually 
(iii) Reference Date:  

1. If annual based on calendar or fiscal year, enter the appropriate date. 
2. If it is hire date, then enter hire date. 
3. Note: The FMLA balance should be generated as soon as an employee is hired.  

a. The employee will not be eligible to use FMLA until he or she meets the other FMLA 
eligibility requirements (depending on configured FMLA rule qualifications). 

b. If not using the employee hire date, an entry can be made in the Accruals>Management 
page for the 1040 hours for Care FMLA (standard FMLA is automatically a nested 480 
hours of that value). 

 

 
 

(4) Computation Page:  
(a) The accrual rule now needs to be configured for the Care FMLA process using either the Annual or 

Rolling reset option. 
(i) Carryover Area: 

1. Standard Annual Balance Reset: 
a. Reset Balance Annually: Select “Yes” and based on “First use of the year” 
b. Rolling Reset: Note - Requires use of the posting option “Post Accrual Rolling Reset.”

 Reset Balance Annually: No 
c. Reset Secondary and Primary Pay Code Balances on a rolling months’ basis: Select 

“Yes” and select 12. 
(ii) Computation Area: 

1. Level: 1 
2. Service Month: 0 
3. On-time Bonus: 0 
4. Accrual Hours” 1040 
5. Carry-over: 9999.99 
6. Maximum Balance: 1040 

 
 

Please Note: Even in cases where the customer is NOT planning to use “Care” FMLA, it is still advised to 
configure everything to use it now instead of later—as the system can be configured to exclude the Care pay 
code from everyone’s use. If the customer decides to use Care later on, simply activating the pay code for 
employee/FA use will cause some challenges. If the proper setup and balance for Care is NOT configured in the 
beginning, it will be next to impossible to support adding it after the fact.  
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
 

iii) FMLA Rules Category 
(1) Properties Page:  

(a) Add new rule 
(b) General Area: 

(i) Configure rule to be active as usual. 
(ii) Select the Primary (Care) FMLA pay code. 

(c) Secondary (Standard) Paycodes: Select he standard FMLA pay code. 
(d) Applied Pay Category: Select (at least 1) pay category(s) to limit employees assigned to this rule. 
(e) Applied Group: Select (at least 1) group record(s) to limit employees assigned to this rule. 
(f) Available Reason Codes: Select (at lease 1) “potential” reason code(s) that can be used for FMLA. 

Note: The selection simply acts as a filter for the reason codes that are selected on the “Rule 
Builder” page and is recommended if there are a lot of system reason codes NOT used for FMLA. 

(g) FMLA Administrators: Select (at least 1) system user(s) who are allowed to access cases related to 
this rule and who will receive email notifications as “FMLA Administrator” 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
 

(2) Qualifications Page:  
(a) Employee Qualifications Area: This area is used to further qualify the employee for FMLA (aside 

from having an adequate FMLA balance). 
(i) Employment: Enable option and select 12 (months). 
(ii) Hours: Enable option and enter 1250 (hour) in the previous 52 (weeks). 
(iii) Select the pay codes that count towards the 1250 hours. 

 

 
 
 

(3) Documents / Forms Page: This page is used to add the “potential” documents (read-only) and forms 
(read-write) that can be used by the rule. Once a document or form is used by a generated case, the 
document can’t be deleted (disable, but not deleted). 
(a) Document (Information Only) Locate and attach all documents that can be configured with the rule 

and manually selected by the FA in the case details. Select one document at a time and save the 
page. 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
 

(4) Rule Builder Page:  
(a) Leave Events Area: This is where the real configuration begins.  

(i) Leave Types:  
1. A “Leave Type” need to be created for each “Type” of FMLA request (New and two types of 

extension) AND the reason codes that will indicate the leave type. There will be at least 3 
leave type records for each for the five basic FMLA types (about 15 records minimum). 
a. Example: If the customer has decided to use a separate reason code for each family 

member classification, then the example for “Family Illness” below would have the 
following: 

b. 3 Leave Type records for Spouse (New, Ext (con), and Ext. (Int)) 
c. 3 Leave Type records for Daughter (New, Ext (con), and Ext. (Int)) 
d. 3 Leave Type records for Son (New, Ext (con), and Ext. (Int)) 
e. …and if allowing the employee to select whether or not to use PTO concurrently, it could 

double the amount of leave type again. 
2. Enter the description, select the type, and select the reason code(s) for each FMLA leave 

type planned for tracking in the system. 
 

 
 

(ii) Workflow Templates: A “Workflow Template” needs to be created for each “Leave Type” 
created above. This is the task list that is generated when an employee makes an FMLA request 
1. Click on the “ID” of a leave type record to start adding to or to modify the workflow template 

for that record. In the example above, ID 1 was selected and the records in the workflow 
template area on page 18 are the tasks that will be created when an employee makes an 
FMLA request. 

2. Task: Enter the task ID and enter its description. This determines the order of the workflow. 
3. Task Owner:  

a. Admin: Select Admin when the FA needs to be involved to advance the case to the next 
task. Example: The FA needs to review the submitted forms and approve/decline the 
case. 

b. Employee: Select Employee when the employee is required to submit something to 
advance the case to the next task.  

c. System: The system, by way of the FMLA Notification event, will automatically complete 
and advance the FMAL case to the next task.  

4. Required for Approval: Select this option when a particular tasks needs to be completed 
before the FA can approve an FMLA case. 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
 

5. Due at Request (Days), Due at Start (Days), and Due at End (Days):  
i. Configure one or the other for each task as needed. Note: Tasks do not advance 

and emails do not go out right away. It is based on how the FMLA Notifications were 
configured in the system. For example: A new FMLA request made at 12:00PM 
today will advance and/or email emailed out after 00:00AM tomorrow at the earliest. 
It is important to note that any notification associated with the task will be sent by 
the system on the next day.   

b. Due at Request (Days) 
i. Entry = 0: Technically the task is due on the day the FMLA request was made in the 

system.   
ii. Entry >= 1: The task is due the specified number of days after the FMLA request 

was made in the system.   
iii. Note: Negative values are not allowed. 

c. Due at Start (Days): 
i. Entry = 0: The task is due on the first day of the FMLA event.  
ii. Entry < 0: The task is due the specified number of days before the first day of the 

FMLA event. 
iii. Entry > 0: The task is due the specified number of days after the first day of the 

FMLA event.   
d. Due at End (Days): 

i. Entry = 0: The task is due on the last day of the FMLA event.  
ii. Entry < 0: The task is due the specified number of days before the last day of the 

FMLA event. 
iii. Entry > 0: The task is due the specified number of days after the last day of the 

FMLA event.   
 

6. Send Start Reminders (days) and Send End Reminders (Days): Similar to the Due at 
Start (Days) and Due at End (Days). Only configure one or the other for each task (not 
both). There are six additional times that a notification can be sent out by the system for a 
task. 
a. Send Start Reminders (days) – Due at Request Reminders  

i. Empty: No reminder.  
ii. Entry = 0: Send a reminder on the day the FMLA request was made in the system. 
iii. Entry > 0: Send a reminder the specified number of days after the FMLA request 

was made in the system. 
iv. Note: Negative values are not allowed. 

b. Send Start Reminders (days) – Due at Start Reminders  
i. Empty: No reminder. 
ii. Entry = 0: Send a reminder on the first day of the FMLA event. 
iii. Entry < 0: Send a reminder the specified number of days before the first day of the 

FMLA event.  
iv. Entry > 0: Send a reminder the specified number of days after the first day of the 

FMLA event.   
c. Send End Reminders (Days): 

i. Empty: No reminder. 
ii. Entry = 0: Send a reminder on the last day of the FMLA event. 
iii. Entry < 0: Send a reminder the specified number of days before the last day of the 

FMLA event.  
iv. Entry > 0: Send a reminder the specified number of days after the last day of the 

FMLA event. 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
  

7. Notification Details: This is where the email notification and its related documents/forms 
are configured to be sent out by the system. Important Note: Currently all documents and 
form that can be added to a task (here or in case management) must be added in the 
Document/Forms page first.  
a. Select documents: Select from the list based on the attachments made on the 

Document/Forms page. 
b. Select forms: Select from the list based on the attachments made on the 

Document/Forms page. 
c. Notification Instructions: The fields enclosed in <<   >> allow the email notification to 

have specific case-related information in the subject and body of the email 
d. Notification Method: Email. 
e. Notification Recipient: Select the appropriate option(s): 

i. Employee: The employee related to the case. 
ii. FMLA Administrators: The system users selected on the Properties page. 
iii. Supervisor: This will send the message to the employee’s “Send Requests to” 

system user. 
f. Notification Subject: The subject will always contain “FMLA Cased (ID)” + whatever is 

keyed into the subject text field. Use the <<   >> fields as needed. 
g. Email Notification Body: Key in the text as needed and use the <<   >> fields as needed. 

Keep in mind that different notifications may be needed for employees and FA’s, which 
means a separate workflow task. 
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(3. Feature configuration – continued) 
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4) Feature Use 
a) The system needs to have the employees’ starting FMLA balances, and depending on who has used FMLA, it 

could involve a previous year’s balance and separate current year’s balance. In general, the employees who 
have used FMLA should NOT simply start out with an imported reduced balance 
i) Step 1: The first thing to do is to bring the system up to the current qualified work hours for all employees for 

the previous 12 months (up through the day before the expected go live date). The information should be 
imported (requires the Time Import Module) from an ASCII file produced by the legacy system with the daily 
hours for each day. Note: Since this is a “rolling” period of time, the system would need to have individual 
records for the previous 12 months and not just records added with a lump sum. 
 

ii) Step 2: The next thing to do is to bring the system up to the current FMLA balance level for all employees, 
and in particular the “Care” balance of 1,040. This can be accomplished in one of a few ways: 
(1) Starting Balances:  

(a) Annual Calendar / Fiscal Date Accrual Reset Method: Use the Post Accruals posting feature for all 
employees for the FMLA rule for the current year’s start month (like 01/01/2017). 

(b) Employee Hire Date Accrual Reset Methods: 
(i) Use the accrual import to import the employees’ 1040 balance as of their hire date. 
(ii) Manually input the 1040 hours into the Accruals>Management page.  

(c) Example: 01/01/2017 1,040 hours for all employees. 
  

iii) Step 3: Next, and only for employees that have used FMLA prior to the current balance, the system will need 
another balance entry for the previous year (date is dependent on accrual reset method. If no employees 
have used FMLA, skip Step 3 and Step 4. 
(1) Manually input the 1040 hours into the Accruals>Management page for the previous balance year start.  

(a) Example: 01/01/2016 1,040 hours for all employees who had used FMLA in 2016.  
 

iv) Step 4: Finally, the amount of FMLA used by employees needs to be added to the employees’ past 
timesheets. 
(1) Note: In cases where the FMLA accrual rule is configured for CCAD, the employees with existing used 

FMLA would also likely need to have their past PTO accrual balances as well. It would be better to 
temporally disable the accrual rule’s CCAD feature. Just remember to reactivate the feature once these 
employees’ timesheets are brought up to their appropriate usage. 

(2) Past Cases: 
(a) Option 1: Create an FMLA request on behalf of the employee and manually modify the task list on 

the FMLA>Case Details page to bring it up to its current task. Approving the case will generate the 
appropriate timesheet records. 
(i) This is highly recommended as a new FMLA request could be related to a previous case 

previous case, and it would need to be tied to that case for the annual balance validation to 
allow the case to extend up to 3 calendar years for the original’s years unused balance. 

(ii) Hint: A unique reason code could be created and used in the FMLA rule as a case type with 2 
simple tasks to allow the FA to bring the system up to current employee usage levels. 

(b) Option 2: Depending on the type of reset configured in the FMLA accrual rule, the used hours can be 
entered into the timesheet using one of two methods: 
(i) Rolling Reset Period: 

1. Use the FMLA Care or FMLA Standard pay code as appropriate. 
2. Use the exact dates and hours for each date. Note: Please remember that the multi-add 

feature would also include records on days off. 
(ii) All other Reset periods: 

1. Enter a single timesheet record within the usage year for up to 99.00 hours. Maybe use the 
FMLA start date for the first record. 
a. Additional records could be required if the hours are greater than 99.00. 
b. Use the FMLA Care or FMLA Standard pay code as appropriate. 

 

(3) Current Cases: 
(a) Create an FMLA request on behalf of the employee and manually modify the task list on the 

FMLA>Case Details page to bring it up to its current task. Approving the case will generate the 
appropriate timesheet records. 
(i) This is highly recommended as a new FMLA request could be related to a previous case 

previous case, and it would need to be tied to that case for the annual balance validation to 
allow the case to extend up to 3 calendar years for the original’s years unused balance.  
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

b) The system also has a few new posting options that need to be considered depending on system configuration 
and planned use of the FMLA features. 
i) Post Accrual Rolling Reset: This option is required to add daily FMLA usage back to the employees’ FMLA 

balance in cases where the “rolling reset” option is configured for the FMLA accrual rule. This process should 
be scheduled to run automatically on a daily basis for yesterday.   
(1) Example: Accrual rule has a rolling 12 month reset: An FMLA case of 40 hours for 05/01/2017-

05/05/2017 would reset as follows: 
 

Usage Date Reset Date FMLA Balance (after use/reset) 
Case 100: 05/01/2017 – 05/05/2017 – Balance as of 05/06/2017 440/1000 
05/01/2017 05/01/2018 448/1008 
05/02/2017 05/02/2018 456/1016 
05/03/2017 05/03/2018 464/1024 
05/04/2017 05/04/2018 482/1032 
05/05/2017 05/05/2018 480/1040 

 
i) Post FMLA Schedules: This feature is used to post approved open-ended (not end date) FMLA requests to 

the schedule and timesheets as follows: 
 

(1) FMLA request with no end date: When configured to bypass supervisor approval, approving an FMLA 
request automatically generates the schedules and timesheet records up through the next pay period 
only. In order to post the remaining FMLA dates to the schedule and timesheet, run the “Post FMLA 
Schedules” feature. This will also post approved FMLA dates up through the next pay period. When not 
configured to by-pass the supervisor, the FMLA records will be similar to any other employee request; 
and once the supervisor approves the records they will be posted to the employees schedule and 
timesheet – but only for the FMLA records up through the next pay period. This posting process needs to 
run in order to allow supervisors to see and approve the records beyond each next pay period. 
(a) Example: On May 24, 2017 an employee who is assigned to a weekly pay period is approved for 

Care FMLA for M-F 05/01/2017 with no known end date (pay period is weekly). The schedule and 
timesheet will automatically contain FMLA for M-F for 05/01/2017 – 05/05/2017 (up through this pay 
period). The customer will run the Post FMLA Schedules feature the week of 05/01/2017 and the 
system will generate the FMLA schedule and timesheet records for 05/08/2017-05/12/2017. The 
posting process will need to run every week basically until the employee returns. 

(b) Note: The posting feature was not designed to have a posting date range, so therefore it is 
recommended that this posting option be scheduled to run at the beginning of every week. 

 
(2) FMLA request with actual start/end date: There is no need to run the posting feature. When configured 

to bypass supervisor approval, approving an FMLA request automatically generates the schedules and 
timesheet records for the entire length of the request. When not configured to by-pass the supervisor, 
the FMLA records will be similar to any other employee request; and once the supervisor approves the 
records, they will be posted to the employees schedule and timesheet. 
(a) Example: On May 24, 2017 an employee is approved for Care FMLA for M-F 05/01/2017 – 

07/28/2017. The schedule and timesheet will automatically contain FMLA for M-F for the entire date 
range.  

 
ii) Post FMLA Eligibility: At this time this posting process serves no purpose and should be removed from the 

posting screen list (Access>Advanced>Attendance – Posting area)   
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

b) Employees – Submitting a Request: Please note: Currently the system does NOT support requesting FMLA 
directly from the EWS Dashboard’s “Leave” gadget. When an FMLA pay code is select, a warning appears and 
continuing will navigate the employee to the appropriate request page.  
i) Step 1: 

(1) Scheduler>Requests (template-style) and Advanced Requests pages: Select the FMLA pay code and 
apply it to the first day of FMLA. 

(2) Scheduler>Requests (Calendar-style): Select the FMLA pay code. 
ii) Step 2: FMLA Request Type 

(1) New Request: Select for a new request that is not related (or qualified to be related) to an existing FMLA 
case. 

(2) Extend Existing Request (continuous) – Requires Access Configuration: Select to extend an existing 
FMLA case when the extension will not result in a lapse of FMLA between the original case and the 
extension (not including normal days off). This selection will result in the appearance of step 5 in the 
display. Example: The original case has not yet completed and the doctor is asking and approving the 
employee to take another week of FMLA. 

(3) Extend Existing Request (Intermittent) – Requires Access Configuration: Select to extend an existing 
FMLA case when the extension will result in a lapse of FMLA between the original case and the 
extension (not including normal days off). This selection will result in the appearance of step 5 in the 
display. 
(a) Example 1: The original case has been completed and the doctor is asking and approved the 

employee to come back every Friday for 4 weeks. 
(b) Example 2: The original case has been completed and the employee has a medical issue and the 

doctor is asking and approved the employee to rest at home for a week. 
iii) Step 3: Anticipated FMLA Period 

(1) Repeating Week Days: Used for continuous leave. 
(a) Enter/select the date range as needed. If the “Last Day” is left empty, the system will estimate the 

return date based on available FMLA hours (after clicking OK) 
(b) Select / unselect the days of the week that apply for the selected date range. If a day can be 

selected, then it is not allowed based on the employee’s assigned pay policy. 
(2) Non-Repeating Week Days: Used for intermittent leave (like doctor follow-up every Friday for a month) 

(a) Click on the calendar button. Select / unselect the individual days for each month as needed. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

iv) Step 4: FMLA Paycode / Reason 
(1) Select the Care of Standard FMLA pay code. 
(2) Select the applicable reason code. 
(3) Enter an optional note that will be included with the request. 
(4) If this is NOT an extension, skip to step 6. 

v) Step 5: Active FMLA Case 
(1) This step will only appear when either of the “Extend ...” option was selected in Step 2. It requires an 

open FMLA case. 
(2) Select the related case # (the list will display case # and its reason code description) 

(a) If noting in the list or the right one is not in the list, contact the FA to re-open the related case. Once 
it is open try the request again. 

vi) Step 6: Click Ok to evaluate the validity of the request. The system will bring up the Eligibility / Request 
Submission display. 
(1) Period and Requested Hours: Request period 

(a) When the request includes a “last date”, then the selected date range will be in the display along 
with the related hours. 

(b) When the request does NOT include a “last date” the system will estimate the date range based on 
the “First Day” and the days selected based on the employee available FMLA hours. 

(2) Employee Eligibility: The display will include the values for all of the employee’s FMLA qualifications 
along with a “Pass” or “Fail”. 
(a) All items = Pass: Click “Submit” to finalize the request. 

(i) The Scheduler>Requests page (EWS / Template Style only) will display virtual records in the 
Pending Requests area indicating that there is an FMLA request that is pending the FA’s case 
approval. Once the case is approved, the actual records will be displayed in the Approved 
Requests section. 

(b) One or more items = Fail: The request is not allowed and can’t be submitted. Make a note and 
contact the FA if there are any questions. An email will be sent out by the system about the failed 
attempt to request FMLA. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

 
 

vii) My FMLA: 
(1) Once a request has been submitted the system will generate the case and its related task list that the 

employee can view and interact with in the system. 
(2) Scheduler>My FMLA page 

(a) FMLA Cases: By default, this area will display only active case request (unselect “Active” to review 
all cases) and includes the following: 
(i) Case ID: Internal case ID used when referencing the case 
(ii) Req #: A case can have one or more requests (when there are extensions) 
(iii) Reason: Request reason code 
(iv) Type: Request type 
(v) Status: Request status (Open, approved, declined) 

(b) FMLA Request Summary: This is the task list generated for the selected to the FMLA case. By 
default, it displays only pending tasks (click “Pending Tasks” to review the entire task list) and 
includes the following: 
(i) Submit Task button: This button is to be used once the employee completes a task that has 

“Employee” as the owner. A task should only be submitted by an employee once the employee 
has completed or attached a completed form, saved the page, and is ready to submit it to the 
FA. 

(ii) Task: Task ID 
(iii) Task Description: 
(iv) Task Owner: Who is responsible for completing the task. 
(v) Due date: The expected date the task needs to be completed. 
(vi) Status: A checkmark will indicate that the task is completed. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

 
 

(c) Document and Forms: This area display the documents and forms that were sent to the employee 
and the forms that were completed or attached that the employee is going to save and submit based 
on the task list. 
(i) Documents: A document is indicated with an icon in the Read Only column 

1. Click the document name (Filename column) to view the document on the screen. 
2. Click the down-arrow to the right of the document (Download column) to download the 

document to and view it on the computer outside the NOVAtime system. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

(ii) Forms: A form is a document that needs to be completed and submitted by the employee. A 
form is indicated by the fact that there is no icon in the Read Only column. 
1. Uploading a completed form: 

a. Click the down-arrow to the right of the form (Download column) to download the form to 
and view/print it on the computer outside the NOVAtime system for manual completion. 
i. Once the form is completed and signed, scan it into a file (outside of NOVAtime) 

and then upload it into the My FMLA page:  
ii. Click the up arrow (upload column) to store the completed form. Select the file and 

related task and click the Upload button. It will overwrite the original form. 
iii. Click the Delete column for the form to remove the uploaded form. If does not delete 

the original version of the form itself. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

2. Attaching an additional form: An additional form can be uploaded and submitted in addition 
to the forms included with the case. 

i. Click the Attach Additional Forms” button just above the form text display/edit area. 
Select the file and related task and click the Upload button. It will be added to the list 
of form (not overwrite and existing form). 

ii. Click the Delete column for the form to remove the uploaded form completely from 
the display. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

3. Editing a form: 
a. Click the form name (Filename column) to view the form on the screen. This will also 

allow you to edit and save the form on-screen in the display area, and if the device being 
used has a touch display, the form can be signed by the doctor and employee (click on 
the Pen icon just above the document); otherwise… 

b. Save: When saving a form, click the Save button, select the task related to that form, 
and click the save button. This only saves changes to the form – it is not yet submitted 
at this point. The document can be edited and saved many times up until the task is 
submitted by the employee. 

c. Click the Delete column for the form to remove all edits to the form and start again. If 
does not delete the original form itself. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

4. Submitting completed forms and the related task: Once all the forms are completed and/or 
attached to a particular task, it is time to submit the forms to the FA and complete the related 
employee task. 
a. Click the “Submit Task” button the FMLA Request Summary area for the selected FMLA 

request. The system will prompt to confirm that the employee is ready to submit the 
employee task (number). 
i. Once the task is submitted, the FMLA Request Summary will indicate that the 

employee has completed the task. 
ii. NOTE: Once submitted, the employee can’t reverse it and the related forms are 

changed to download only. They can’t be deleted or edited. (The FA can roll back 
the task list if necessary). 

5. The employee may have different forms to complete at various stages of the FMLA case, 
which means that the employee may need to complete and submit completed forms a few 
different times following the same process outlined above. 

(iii) Once a case is approved, it will eventually become part of the employees schedule and 
timesheet.  
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

c) FMLA Administrators (FA) – Submitting a Request on behalf of an employee: The FMLA request process is 
basically the same for the FA, except that the FA makes the request from the Compliance>FMLA>Case Details 
page. 
i) Click the “Add” button in the upper-left of the main display (not the case list panel) 
ii) Step 1: Select the employee. 
iii) Step 2: FMLA Request Type 

(1) New Request: Select for a new request that is not related (or qualified to be related) to an existing FMLA 
case. 

(2) Extend Existing Request (continuous): Select to extend an existing FMLA case when the extension will 
not result in a lapse of FMLA between the original case and the extension (not including normal days 
off). This selection will result in the appearance of step 5 in the display. Example: The original case has 
not yet completed and the doctor is asking and approving the employee to take another week of FMLA. 

(3) Extend Existing Request (Intermittent): Select to extend an existing FMLA case when the extension will 
result in a lapse of FMLA between the original case and the extension (not including normal days off). 
This selection will result in the appearance of step 5 in the display. 
(a) Example 1: The original case has been completed and the doctor is asking and approved the 

employee to come back every Friday for 4 weeks. 
(b) Example 2: The original case has been completed and the employee has a medical issue and the 

doctor is asking and approved the employee to rest at home for a week. 
iv) Step 3: Anticipated FMLA Period 

(1) Repeating Week Days: Used for continuous leave. 
(a) Enter/select the date range as needed. If the “Last Day” is left empty, the system will estimate the 

return date based on available FMLA hours (after clicking OK). 
(b) Select / unselect the days of the week that apply for the selected date range. If a day can be 

selected, then it is not allowed based on the employee’s assigned pay policy. 
(2) Non-Repeating Week Days: Used for intermittent leave (like doctor follow-up every Friday for a month) 

(a) Click on the calendar button. Select / unselect the individual days for each month as needed. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

v) Step 4: FMLA Paycode / Reason 
(1) Select the Care of Standard FMLA pay code. 
(2) Select the applicable reason code. 
(3) Enter an optional note that will be included with the request. 
(4) If this is NOT an extension, skip to step 6. 

vi) Step 5: Active FMLA Case 
(1) This step will only appear when either of the “Extend ...” option was selected in Step 2. It requires an 

open FMLA case. 
(2) Select the related case # (the list will display case # and its reason code description) 

(a) If noting in the list or the right one is not in the list, the FA needs to re-open the related case. Once it 
is opened try the request again. 

vii) Step 6: Click Ok to evaluate the validity of the request. The system will bring up the Eligibility / Request 
Submission display. 
(1) Period and Requested Hours: Request period 

(a) When the request includes a “last date”, then the selected date range will be in the display along 
with the related hours. 

(b) When the request does NOT include a “last date” the system will estimate the date range based on 
the “First Day” and the days selected based on the employee available FMLA hours. 

(2) Employee Eligibility: The display will include the values for all of the employee’s FMLA qualifications 
along with a “Pass” or “Fail”. 
(a) All items = Pass: Click “Submit” to finalize the request. 

(i) The Scheduler>Requests page (EWS / Template Style only) will display virtual records in the 
Pending Requests area indicating that there is an FMLA request that is pending the FA’s case 
approval. Once the case is approved, the actual records will be displayed in the Approved 
Requests section. 

(b) One or more items = Fail: The request is not allowed and can’t be submitted. Make a note and 
contact the FA if there are any questions. An email will be sent out by the system about the failed 
attempt to request FMLA. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

d) FMLA Administrators (FA) – Case Management:   
i) Dashboard – FMLA Active Cases: This gadget allows the FA to quickly review open FMLA cases – mainly to 

check the status to see if anything is overdue (status color – red). This will allow the FA to take an action to 
ensure that the case moves along as expected. The gadget is also a navigator. Click on the employee name 
and the system will navigate the FA to the Compliance>FMLA>Case Details page wit hat FMLA case 
request already selected in the display. 

 

 
 

 
  

ii) Compliance>FMLA>Case Summary Page: This page is similar to the FMLA Active Cases gadget in that it 
allows the FA to quickly review open FMLA cases – mainly to check the status to see if anything is overdue 
(status color – red) with a bit more details than the gadget. This will allow the FA to take an action to ensure 
that the case moves along as expected. The page is also a navigator. Click on the employee name and the 
system will navigate the FA to the Compliance>FMLA>Case Details page wit hat FMLA case request already 
selected in the display. 
(1) Days/ Calendar: Click on the calendar button to see all the days associated with the FMLA case. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

iii) Compliance>FMLA>Case Details Page: This page displays the details and allows for management of the 
requests associated with the case selected from the case list panel. 
(1) Top of page: 

(a) Open Button: Used to request FMLA on behalf of the employee. 
(b) Case Status: Display the current case status and status history. 
(c) Close Case button: Once all tasks have been completed in the task list, clos the case. 

(2) Employee information Area. This area displays selected employee setup information and incudes the 
basic “goto” navigation buttons. 

(3) Case Request Area (CRA): 
(a) A case could be comprised of multiple requests (new + extensions). The CRA will display each 

related request, and for the selected CRA record in turn display the tasks list associated with the 
request. 
(i) Save, Undo buttons 
(ii) Columns button: Use to configure the displayed columns. 

1. Absence Type: Full Absence or Reduced Schedule. 
2. Audit: Request Status audit log. 
3. Days / Calendar: Click on the calendar button to see the exact days associated with the 

FMLA case. 
4. Hours/Day: Daily FMLA hours associated with the request. 
5. Notes: The FA can include an internal note for the request (visual page reference only) . 
6. Pay Code: Care or Standard FMLA pay code. 
7. Reason Code: Reason code associated with the request. 
8. Request #: Start at one an increments for each extension FMLA request. 
9. Request Status: Aside from displaying the request record’s status, clicking in the cell 

.provides the status selection list used by the FA to approve/decline the request. Changing 
an approved request to any other status will remove the FMLA timesheet and schedule 
records (or request records if not configured to bypass supervisor approval). 
a. Approved 
b. Declined 
c. Pending 
d. Remove 

10. Return Date: This allows the FA to put in the expected return to work date. It is simply used 
for visual reference only and can only be entered when the request is still pending. 

11. Sch. End: End time for reduced schedule. 
12. Sch. Start: Start time for reduced schedule. 
13. Start Date / End Date: This is the date range that encompasses the entire request. 
14. Task Status: Current Step/Total Steps and color of request status (Gold = Pending, Red = 

Overdue. 
15. Total Hours: Total hours associated with the request. 
16. Type: New, Extended (continuous), or Extended (Intermittent). 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

(4) Task List Sub-Page: 
(a) This area displays the details and progress for each task related to the selected request. The task 

list is based on the workflow template associated with the requested pay code/reason code/type 
configured in the FMLA rule. The FA can also add, remove, and modify tasks as needed. 

(b) Add, Save, and Undo buttons. 
(c) Reset button: Caution – This button will completely clear all the tasks and reset them back to the 

FMLA rule’s template associated with the request – basically resetting the request back to the first 
step (after the request). 

(d) Columns: 
(i) X: Click to mark for deletion – save to delete marked records. 
(ii) Task: Task ID 
(iii) Task Description: Task Description 
(iv) Task Owner: 

1. Admin: FA is responsible to complete the task. 
2. Employee: Employee is responsible to complete the task. 
3. System: The system is responsible to complete the task. 

(v) Completed: This indicates that the task is complete. Each task must wait for the previous task to 
be completed before the system will advance to the next task. 
1. The FA must manually select this column and save the page to complete a task. 
2. The employee must submit the task in the MY FMLA page to complete the task. 
3. The system (Notification process) will automatically complete the task when it successfully 

processes the record. 
4. The FA can unselect a record and the system will repeat the task. 

(vi) Required for Approval: 
1. When configured and selected for a task (edits not allowed) the task must be selected as 

completed before the request can be approved. This means that an Admin task to review 
and approve a request must be completed and saved before changing the CRA record 
status to “Approved”. 

(vii) Due Date: This is the expected date the task should be completed or it will be considered 
overdue. 

(viii) Start / End Reminders: This is the configured reminder dates in which the system will re-send 
the Notification Details if the task is not completed. 
1. Gold Date = Pending; Red Date = Overdue 
2. The FA can modify and add reminder dates by clicking on the record’s edit button. 

(ix) Notification Details: This is the configured email notification that is sent out by the system when 
it reaches the next task in the list. In other words, the notification email associated with a task is 
sent out by the system when the previous task is completed. 
1. Documents that can be selected to be attached in the email notification must first be 

configured in the FMLA rule itself. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

(5) View Document Sub-Page: 
(a) This area displays the document and form history of what was sent to and received from the 

employee. It also includes any internal-only documents that the FA can store for the case that was 
not processed by one of the tasks. 
(i) Filename: This is the document or form file name. 
(ii) Task: This is the task Associated with the document / form. 
(iii) View Only: This indicated a document (all documents are view only). 
(iv) Admin Only: Any document added using the “Attach Admin Only Document” button. 
(v) Sent: (coming soon) 
(vi) Last Saved: This is the last date the form was saved. 
(vii) Submitted: This is the date the form was submitted by the employee. 
(viii) Delete: This is only used to delete documents that were added by the FA using the “Attach 

Admin Only Document” button. 
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(4. Feature Use – continued) 
 

(6) History Sub-Page: 
(a) This area displays technical task and document history information and is designed for use by 

NOVAtime support. 
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5) Frequently Asked Questions
a) Question: Can the FA complete the entire FMLA case without any direct employee involvement?

i) Answers: The FA can submit a request on behalf of an employee, but…
(1) No: Only the employ has access to the MY FMLA page, so the FA can’t submit completed forms using

the normal process. 
(2) Yes: The FA can manually complete the employee task(s) and then store the completed form(s) on the 

View Documents and Forms page (Attach Admin Only Document button) for future case reference. 

b) Question: Can the FA attach a form to a task that the FA modified (employer information unique to each
employee) to send to the employee as the form the employee needs to complete for the FMLA request or other
approvals?
i) Answer: No. Currently the system only allows form that are attached to the FMLA rule to be selected in the

task list. Note: The system is expected to be modified in Q4 2017 to allow the FA the attach additional forms
directly in the Case Details.

c) Question: How is the system prepared to include previous year and current year FMLA case history and to bring
the balances up to current levels?
i) Answer: Refer to chapter 4 (page 20) for legacy FMLA suggestions.

d) Question: Can the FA modify or add/subtract from the case task list?
i) Answer: Yes. Using the Case Details page, the FA can add or delete tasks, and edit the notification dates

and details that are related to a task.

e) Question: How does the system prevent FMLA use outside the system’s FMLA process?
i) Answer: With the exception of the FA, no one should have timesheet access to the Care and Standard

FMLA pay codes (Access>Advanced>Paycodes page). The system administrator should publish the
Standard FMLA schedule template ONLY for employee categories (not applicable to calendar-driven
requests), and only the FA’s access group should be configured with full access to the FMLA timesheet pay
codes; to allow them to remove them or use them outside the FMLA>Case Details as needed (not
recommended).

f) Question: Why did an approved FMLA request NOT post to the employee’s schedule/timesheet?
i) Answer: FMLA was not configured to bypass supervisor approval. The supervisor needs to approve the

requests as they would do any other employee PTO request.

g) Question: Why did only some of the dates related to an approved FMLA request post to the employee
request/schedule/timesheet?
i) Answer: The FMLA request did not have an end date, so the system only generated the records up through

the next pay period based on the actual date of approval. Run the “Post FMLA Schedule” each week to post
the records up through the next pay period.

h) Question: Can we force an open-ended approved FMLA request to post the entire date range to the employee
request/schedule/timesheet?
i) Answer: No. Since the system does not know when the employee will return, the system will only generate

records up through the next pay period. Run the “Post FMLA Schedule” each week to post the records up
through the next pay period.

i) Question: Does the NOVAmobile app support any of the FMLA features?

i) Answer: Yes. Employees can request FMLA similar to the way they request it in Employee Web Services 
(EWS) (function key #58 – Request Time-Off), and Supervisors can review the status of FMLA cases on 
My Team>FMLA Case Summary (function key #80 – FMLA Case Summary). (Note: Requires NOVAmobile 
version 2.2 and higher).


